We compute the level of non-gaussianities produced by a cosmological bouncing phase in the minimal non-singular setup that lies within the context of General Relativity when the matter content consists of a simple scalar field with a standard kinetic term. Such a bouncing phase is obtained by requiring that the spatial sections of the background spacetime be positively curved. We restrict attention to the close vicinity of the bounce by Taylor expanding the scale factor a(η), the scalar field φ(η) and the potential V (φ) in powers of the conformal time η around the bounce. We find that possibly large non-gaussianities are generically produced at the bounce itself and also discuss which shapes of non-gaussianities are mostly likely to be produced.
Introduction
Accurate measurements [1] of the cosmological parameters within the context of ΛCDM [2, 3] have shown that the early epochs of the Universe most probably [4] included a phase a primordial inflation [5] [6] [7] (contrary to a recent claim [8] that appears to contradict the Planck team's own conclusions [9] ). The very likely existence of an inflationary period stems from the fact that the primordial spectrum inferred from the data is slightly red, thus excluding the Harrison-Zel'dovich scale-invariant one at the 5-σ confidence level, and, more importantly with regards the conclusions of the present work, from the lack of observed non-gaussianities [9, 10] .
Non-gaussianities of the observed Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) and Large-scale Structure (LSS) represent a powerful tool to distinguish among different early universe cosmological models at the origin of structure formation [11] . In the past decade, substantial efforts have been made to compute the amplitude and shapes of nongaussianities present in the statistics of primordial curvature perturbations generated in various inflationary models [12, 13] (see also e.g. [14] [15] [16] for a review and references therein). In inflation, although primordial curvature perturbations may be intrinsically non-gaussian, the amplitude in the simplest single field slow-roll inflationary models, for instance, is predicted to be ≪ O(1) [12] . Because of the nonlinear nature of gravity, the non-gaussianities present in the CMB and LSS also receive contributions from the post-inflationary evolution evaluated to be of order O(1) [17] .
Non-gaussianities are usually characterized by a set of so-called nonlinear parameters f NL , which are related to the amplitude of the three-point correlation function of cosmological perturbations. Assuming the curvature perturbation ζ to take the form ζ = ζ lin + f NL ζ 2 lin + · · · , where ζ lin is the perturbation at linear order, one finds that the three-point function ζ(x 1 )ζ(x 2 )ζ(x 3 ) is proportional to f NL , the overall amplitude roughly given (at leading order) by the square of the linear power spectrum. The recently released Planck data have already put stringent constraints on these nonlinear parameters [9, 10] . For instance, at the 1-σ level, the so-called local-type non-gaussianity is constrained to be smaller than f (local) NL = 2.7 ± 5.8, while the equilateral type should not exceed f (equil) NL = −42 ± 75 and the orthogonal type f (ortho) NL = −25 ± 39. Most bouncing alternatives to inflation not only suffer from several theoretical drawbacks but also appear to be severely disfavoured by the currently available data [18] 1 . Nevertheless, they do represent a possibly viable alternative, and should thus be investigated in full, were it only to enhance our ability to reject their viability by computing explicit predictions and demonstrating their incompatibility with cosmological data. Thus far, much attention has been paid to generating a scale-invariant curvature spectrum during a contracting phase [20, 21] or through an actual bounce [22] [23] [24] , in order to comply with the WMAP and Planck results. It is worth stressing that a definite prediction can only be made if the spectrum of perturbations produced during a contracting phase is computed after their transfer through the bouncing phase. Indeed, when this transfer is taken into account, the resulting spectrum is not necessarily equal to the one computed in the contracting phase [25] , and can be modified in a potentially incalculable way [26, 27] .
Leaving aside controversies about the actual power spectrum produced in such models, the amount of nongaussianity that is now constrained to very small values by the recent Planck data [9, 10] provides an additional test with the potential to demonstrate the existence of severe discrepancies between observations and theoretical predictions of some classes of cosmological models. This is indeed how classes of inflationary models have been ruled out. Bouncing cosmologies can be similarly scrutinized. Till now, non-gaussianities in bouncing scenarios seem to have attracted much less attention, and in particular, their computation has been, much as has been the case of the power spectrum, largely confined to the contracting phase (see however [28] ). In Ref. [29] for instance, the production of non-gaussianities has been investigated in the so-called "matter-bounce", consisting of a matterdominated contracting phase followed by a bounce connecting to the currently expanding phase; the choice of such a model stems from the fact that it provides an efficient way of generating a scale-invariant spectrum [20] , albeit slightly blue in most cases [22, 30] . The authors of [29] evaluated the non-gaussianity generated by quantum fluctuations during the contracting/collapsing phase, i.e. before the occurrence of the bounce. However, observables are evidently related to perturbations in the subsequent expanding phase. To this end (as has in some cases been calculated in details for the power spectrum) the transfer of non-gaussianities through the bouncing phase has to be computed.
In the present work, we address this question by providing a detailed calculation of the production of nongaussianities by the bouncing phase itself. We attempt to keep the computation as general as possible by making the least possible number of specific assumptions. We make no further assumptions than those made in the simplest inflationary models. Indeed, the bouncing phase is obtained within the framework of General Relativity (GR), with a minimally coupled scalar field, with a standard kinetic term, but with positive spatial sections of the background spacetime. This work is an extension to the study of non-gaussianities of Refs. [31] [32] [33] . Just as, for example, postinflationary contributions to non-gaussianity are due to the intrinsic nonlinearity of gravitation, and can be used to constrain modified gravity models as, e.g., [34] ), the deformation, amplification, suppression or production of nongaussianities during the bouncing phase are directly related to the details of the bouncing background, and thus can be used to constrain bouncing cosmologies.
As stated above, we work in a minimalistic set-up in which we only require the positivity of the curvature of spatial hypersurfaces. In particular, we make no assumption about the shape of the potential of the scalar field φ. At linear order in perturbations, many of the relevant observational signatures for such a model have been calculated in a specific setting in which the bounce is followed by an inflationary phase [33] 2 . Here, we make no assumption about the post-bounce cosmological evolution, focus on the bouncing phase itself, and follow Refs [31] in expanding the background quantities (scale factor, scalar field, etc.) around the bouncing point up to fourth order in the conformal time η in order to obtain an exact expression for second order perturbations at quadratic order in η. This approach is robust as long as we concentrate on the vicinity of the bouncing point. We use generic Gaussian statistics as initial conditions for first order perturbations on some initial spatial hypersurface at some initial time η − in the contracting phase. In full generality, there are two contributions to the non-gaussian signal in the expanding phase that follows the bounce. The first is the transfer of existing non-gaussianity generated by quantum fluctuations before the bounce, such as those obtained in [29] . The other is the non-gaussianity generated during the bouncing phase itself, and which is due to the nonlinearities of gravitation, and controlled by the details of the bounce. The initial non-gaussianity are determined by the details of interactions in the contracting phase and are thus highly model-dependent. In this work, we focus on the second contribution, i.e. the non-gaussianity generated during the bounce itself, and thus assume a purely gaussian initial state. As we shall see, some sizeable amount of non-gaussianity is generically produced, and its amplitude depends on the shape of the underlying bounce as well as on the timescale of the bounce.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2.1, we discuss the background cosmology. In Sections 2.2 and 2.3 we discuss the evolution of perturbations at the linear level and spend some time discussing our choice of initial conditions at η − . In Section 3 we turn to the calculation of the nonlinear evolution through the bounce, and give the explicit expression for the evolution equation of the second order part of the Bardeen potential in a spatially closed Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) background. We next write down the general form of the bispectrum (Section 4.1) and evaluate the production of non-gaussianities in terms of a set of shape functions which naturally appear in the formula for the bispectrum, see Section 4.2. In the equilateral, squeezed and folded configurations, Sections 4.3 to 4.5, we obtain analytic approximations for the entries of a matrix that encodes the production of nongaussianities across the bounce and that provides an order of magnitude estimate of the parameter f NL . Finally, all cumbersome calculational steps are detailed in appendix A while some additional details are provided in appendices B to D.
Note that this work is split into two main parts. The first, from Section 2.1 to 4.1 included, provides an exact calculation in a general spatially curved FLRW background and also sets up the general framework needed to study the production of non-gaussianities by the bouncing phase. The second part, from Section 4.2 onwards, restricts the analysis to the case of a symmetric bounce and is in that sense not fully general. Where appropriate we comment on the inclusion of some level of asymmetry in the bounce phase, but we should point out that (unless followed by an inflationary phase [33] ) in order for bouncing cosmology to be able to solve the usual curvature puzzle of the standard, non-inflationary, model, the bounce should be close to symmetric if implemented in GR with positive spatial curvature, in order for Ω K to be negligible at the end of the contracting phase, being only large during the bounce itself [24] .
Background cosmology and linear perturbations

Background cosmology
Inflationary cosmology usually starts from an FLRW spacetime with flat spatial sections. This is justified because during inflation the spatial curvature term in the Friedmann equations scales as a −2 while the inflaton field behaves like a cosmological constant for a minimum of 50 to 60 e-folds. By contrast, in any bouncing cosmology, the spatial curvature may dominate in the vicinity of the bounce point. We thus assume the metric to be of the form
where the spatial part depends on the spatial curvature K, With the metric (2.1), the Einstein equations read (we set units such that = c = 8πG N ≡ 1)
where the conformal Hubble rate H is defined by H ≡ a ′ /a, a prime meaning a derivative w.r.t. the conformal time η and where the quantities ρ and P stand respectively for the energy density and pressure of the matter content.
Following [31] [32] [33] , we consider the simplest possible model in which a bounce can be accommodated in the framework of GR: K = +1 with the matter content sourcing the Einstein equations (2.2) taken to be a single scalar field φ whose dynamics is governed by a canonical kinetic term and a potential V (φ). The corresponding background equations of motion (2.2) thus read
the combination of which yields the Klein-Gordon equation φ ′′ + 2Hφ ′ + a 2 V ,φ = 0. The simplest background cosmology in inflation is obtained from slight deviations from a spatially flat de Sitter cosmology. Here, instead, the simplest background nonsingular cosmology is obtained from a slight deviation away from de Sitter cosmology in a spacetime of constant positively curved spatial sections. The K = +1 de Sitter scale factor reads
and two kinds of generic deviations from the de Sitter solution can be introduced. The first is an overall deviation from the de Sitter bouncing timescale through
where η c = 1/(ωa 0 ), ω being a dimensionful constant equal to 1/a 0 in the de Sitter case. It can be checked that the null energy condition is preserved provided ω < a
0 , so that η c ≥ 1 [31] . Such non-de-Sitter bounces thus occur over conformal timescales greater than π. This first kind of deviation from the de Sitter case is however not sufficient as it yields a constant potential for cosmological perturbations [31] .
In order to achieve further deviations from de Sitter in the vicinity of the bounce point, we Taylor-expand (2.5) and modify the resulting expression by introducing a set of parameters λ i . The resulting scale-factor reads
The scale factor stays close to de Sitter as long as η c is close to unity, and if the parameters λ i are close to zero. Solving the Friedmann equations and the Klein-Gordon equation order by order in powers of η, we can write down the constants a 0 , η c and the λ i 's in terms of Υ ≡ φ ′2 0 /2 and the successive derivatives of V (φ) with respect to φ, evaluated at the bounce point. Introducing the following notation, reminiscent of the one used in slow roll inflation,
we find that the coefficients λ i in the Taylor expansion (2.6) can be expressed in terms of Υ, ε and η V through
and
The bounce is thus controlled by Υ and the two first derivatives of the potential normalized by V 0 . In a similar way, we express the coefficients H ′ 0 , H ′′ 0 , φ ′′ 0 and φ ′′′ 0 , that appear in
in terms of Υ, ε V and η V . The background cosmology in the neighborhood of the bounce is thus entirely specified by Υ, ε V and η V . Note that in the actual application below (Section 4.2 onwards), we shall concentrate on a symmetric bounce, and thus set ε V to zero. Inclusion of some amount of asymmetry during the bounce does not modify our conclusions, except insofar as it induces the production of additional non-gaussianities at next-to-leading order in our computation scheme. What is therefore produced in our symmetric model can thus be understood as the minimum level expected in curvature-dominated bounces. Finally, note that although we have no specific knowledge on the pre-bounce phase, but because the de Sitter solution is an attractor in most theories of gravity, we assume that our bouncing cosmolgy is driven towards the de Sitter attractor. We will therefore take Υ, ε V and η V , to be small and present the results in Section 4.2 onwards as expansions in these parameters.
Linear perturbations
We work with the metric in the Poisson gauge (or the generalized Newtonian gauge) and consider only scalar perturbations. The perturbed metric therefore reads
where γ ij is the metric on the background spatial hypersurface (2.1). In a homogeneous and isotropic spatial volume, it is convenient to work in spherical coordinates where γ ij takes the form
In this work, we expand all quantities up to the second order as
where X stands for Φ, Ψ and δφ etc, X (1) and X (2) are the first and second order perturbations respectively. In a universe filled with single scalar field matter, the equation of motion for the linear perturbation Ψ (1) is well-known and reads (see Appendix A) Ψ
where∇ 2 is the Laplacian w.r.t. the spatial metric (2.11) and where
Since K = +1, and in order to compute the spectral matrix P and the bispectrum B Ψ , the first order perturbation is decomposed on the three-sphere in terms of the set of hyperspherical harmonics Q ℓmn (χ, θ, ϕ) as follows:
with R ℓn (χ) defined in Appendix C.
Stochastic initial conditions
In order to specify the set of initial conditions for the first order perturbation Ψ (1) prior to the bounce, let us consider some spatial hypersurface M at some initial time η − before the bounce. On M, let us assume that the initial conditions can be written as two classical gaussian random fields, one for Ψ and one for its time derivative at η − :
In this work, we shall treat the set {x i } as the initial conditions and shall make use of their two-point correlations which we define as (see Appendix B)
where P 12 = 0 in the general case. The matrix P is the generalization of the usual power spectrum, and is determined by the cosmological history that precedes the bouncing phase. The power spectrum for Ψ (1) is of course simply P 11 . In order to compute the evolution of the second order perturbations through the bouncing phase, we use the solution of the dynamical equation governing the evolution of Ψ (1) (k, η), namely
The first order perturbation Ψ (1) is a real function of time and space and thus satisfies the reality condition Ψ * (1) (k, η) = Ψ (1) (−k, η). The mode functions ψ 1 (k, η) and ψ 2 (k, η) are two linearly-independent solutions of (2.13), whileâ 1 andâ 2 are two complex random variables which encode the stochastic initial conditions. Theâ i 's can be written in terms of thex i 's asâ
Ifx 1 andx 2 are independent normal random fields, thenâ 1 andâ 2 are said to be jointly normal. The statistics ofâ 1 andâ 2 are encoded in their two point-functions 20) where the matrix elements A ij are determined by the correlation functions of the random variablesx i 's, the matrix A being given by
Note that due to the reality condition on Ψ (1) , not all components of A ij defined in (2.20) are independent. Note also that the initial conditions on the spatial hypersurface M at time η − are determined by the cosmological history for times η < η − . We make no assumption about the cosmology prior to the bounce so that the matrix A or equivalently the matrix P are specified no further.
During and after the bounce, the power spectrum of Ψ (1) is given in terms of the mode vector ψ = ψ 1 ψ 2 and the 2 × 2 matrix A as
where P was defined in (2.17) and where
where W ψ (k, η) is the Wronskian of ψ 1,2 and reads
Note that neither {v 1 , v 2 } nor P Ψ (k, η) depend on the choice of solutions {ψ 1 , ψ 2 }. Furthermore, {v 1 , v 2 } is the set of solutions of (2.13) with initial conditions at η − given by
This implies that with this choice of mode functions, the initial conditions on the initial hypersurface M are entirely encoded in the spectral matrix P .
In this work, we focus on the behaviour of perturbations around the bouncing point and thus solve for v 1 and v 2 up to quadratic order in the neighborhood of η = 0. We find that
where the coefficients c i0 , c i1 and c i2 are functions of k. Plugging (2.27) into (2.13) and setting η = 0 yields
where we have used the fact that H(η = 0) = 0, and where the subscript "0" denotes quantities evaluated at the bounce point. Together with the initial conditions (2.26), we immediately get
31)
32)
In Section 4 , we shall use these expressions to compute the shapes and amplitudes of non-gaussianities induced by the bouncing phase.
Nonlinear evolution of perturbations through the bounce
The equation of motion for Ψ (2) in real space reads
where the source term S (2) is given by
with
The reader is referred to Appendix A for the details of the calculation. In k-space, S (2) can be written in the compact form
where G k,p 1 ,p 2 is a geometrical form factor defined in Appendix C (recall that we are working in an FLRW background with positvely curved spatial hypersurfaces, so that the usual flat-space Fourier integrals are replaced by discrete sums over hyperspherical harmonics, see Appendix B), and wherẽ
with the coefficients C 1 , C 2 and C 3 as given in Appendix D. As already pointed out, it is more convenient to rewrite the source term in terms of the Gaussian variablesx i (k) and mode functions v(k, η) defined in (2.23). This yields
where
From (3.1), the general solution for Ψ (2) is
where Ψ
(2) (k, η) is a particular solution for Ψ (2) without the source term and where
the Green's function being given by
Up to now, the calculation is rather general, and can be applied to the non-linear evolution of Ψ up to second order for an arbitrary cosmological evolution in a spatially closed FLRW background 3 . We now evaluate the elements of the matrix Π which is defined in (3.9) and encode the influence of non-linearities on the statistics of Ψ. This requires a concrete cosmology both at the level of the background and at the level of first order perturbations which we take to be the ones introduced in Sections 2.1 to 2.3.
4 Bispectrum formula, non-gaussian shapes and amplitudes
The general form of the bispectrum and parameter f NL
Let us define the bispectrum B Ψ (k 1 , k 2 , k 3 ; η) in terms of the three-point function through the relation
where G k 1 k 2 k 3 is the geometric form factor introduced before and where we have included a factor 1/2 for convenience. Given that the perturbation Ψ is expanded according to (2.12), the leading (second order) contribution to the three-point function is given by
Let us focus our attention on the production of second order perturbations during the bouncing phase. To that end we neglect Ψ
(2) and write (2.16) and (3.8) in vector form as
As made clear in Section 2.3, the statistics of Ψ (1) are assumed Gaussian. The three-point function then becomes
where we have used Wick theorem and the definition of the spectral matrix P defined in (2.17) in going from the second to the third line. The leading order contributions to the bispectrum thus take the form
where Π is defined in (3.9). The amplitude of the bispectrum is popularly characterized by the so-called dimensionless nonlinear parameter f NL , defined by [39] f NL ≡ 5 6
This is the principal exact result of this work. Before proceeding, it is worth remembering that the spectral matrix P is not known. Therefore, only the "sourcing" factor of non-gaussianities across the bounce can be computed, that is, the matrix elements of Π.
Although there are a total of six terms in each matrix element of Π, it is useful to note that the off-diagonal elements of the matrix Π are symmetric under the following simultaneous index permutations
This reduces the number of distinct terms in Π to 18. In the equilateral configuration in which all three wavenumbers are equal, there is just one contribution to each of the three distinct matrix elements in Π. In both the folded (k i =
while it remains that
for any i and j (4.10)
These considerations leave a total of just seven distinct contributions to the matrix elements of Π.
In the following four sections, we compute the contributions to the matrix elements of Π in various cases. Given Eq. (4.6), we expect those matrix elements to provide an order of magnitude estimate of the parameter f NL . These results hold for symmetric bounces only -but as already mentioned in the introduction, and made a little bit more precise below at the end of Section 4.2, the asymmetry contributes subleading effects in the immediate vicinity of the bounce, and only leads to an enhanced non-gaussian signal. The following calculations are performed in an expansion in the parameters Υ and η V . Assuming these parameters to be small implies that the bounce is close to a de Sitter bounce and that we are assuming the potential to be a smooth and slowly varying function of φ. Since we focus on the effect of the bouncing phase, it is most natural to evaluate the elements of the amplification matrix from an initial equal-time spatial hypersurface at η − = −η c = − 1/(1 − Υ) to a final equal-time spatial hypersurface at
In Section 4.2, we first express the matrix elements of Π in terms of a set of shape functions which suggest that the non-gaussianities produced by the bouncing phase are peaked in (bi-)linear combinations of the equilateral and squeezed shapes. We then repeat the calculation specifically in the equilateral, the squeezed, and folded shapes in Sections 4.3 to 4.5 by further assuming that k ≫ 1. This is justified by the fact that the wavenumbers of observable interest today are within the interval 10 2 k 10 8 for Ω K ≤ 10 −2 .
Bispectrum contributions in terms of shape functions
The shape of the bispectrum, i.e. its dependence on momentum configurations, is a function of the details of the physical theory at the origin of the non-gaussian signal. In a non-singular bouncing cosmology obtained using a single minimally coupled scalar field with a standard kinetic term and a smooth potential, but with an unknown initial perturbation spectrum, the curvature of spatial sections of the background spacetime, the arbitrary (i.e. nonstandard) initial state and the violation of slow roll in the vicinity of the bounce are distinct features from which non-linearities may become large and the production of non-gaussianities might be expected. Before proceeding to the quantitative characterization of non-gaussianities across the bouncing phase, let us recall the shapes and amplitudes of the primordial bispectrum generated in inflationary scenarios. As is well-known, standard kinetic term single-field inflationary models predict a negligible (local type) bispectrum in the squeezed limit [12, 40] . This is consistent with the latest observational constraints [10] , thus explaining why such models are currently largely favoured. Large local type non-gaussianity can be produced in models with either non-Bunch-Davies (BD) vacuum initial conditions (see e.g. [41] [42] [43] and references therein) or containing an early non-attractor phase [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . Considerable f (local) NL can also be generated in multi-field inflation models, such as those implementing the curvaton idea [49] [50] [51] [52] (see also [53] for a review on local non-gaussianity in multi-field inflation). Models with non-BD vacuum [54] and higher-derivative terms [55, 56] can also induce some potentially observable amount of the general "folded" type bispectrum. For inflationary models with non-canonical kinetic terms such as k-inflation [57] , DBI-inflation [58, 59] or with higherderivative interactions such as ghost inflation [60] and G-inflation [61, 62] , or in the effective theory of inflation [63] , the main contribution to the bispectrum comes from the "equilateral" and "orthogonal" shapes, and can, again, be generically quite large (see [64] for a recent summary on non-gaussianities in single-field scalar-tensor models).
Let us now turn to a detailed characterization of the shapes and amplitudes of non-gaussianities across the bouncing phase. From here on, we set the spatial curvature K to 1. Let us first write down the general form of the three distinct matrix elements of Π in terms of P + and P − and in terms of an additional set of "shape" functions K 1 to K 6 ,
where we have defined
14) 15) and in terms of the following simplifying combinations
16)
In the above, P ± and Ξ are defined in (D.7). We obtain
To understand which basic shapes produce the largest amount of non-gaussianities, it is then sufficient to understand the behaviour of the functions P + , P − and K 1 to K 6 . The functions P + and P − peak in the squeezed and folded configurations respectively. The shape functions K 1 , K 2 and K 6 peak in the equilateral configuration and at large k's. We can rewrite K 3 and K 4 as
21) 22) and, keeping in mind the constraints imposed by the triangle inequalities of the n i 's, we find that both K 3 and K 4 peak in the equilateral shape and on large scales. Finally, the shape function K 5 can be written as
In this expression, only the first term is of any real interest and is found to peak in the squeezed configuration.
It is worth noting that P − only appears through the presence of Ξ in the expressions (4.18) to (4.20) . The folded shape is therefore suppressed by an additional factor 1/(k 2 −3K) relative to the squeezed and equilateral shapes. This analysis in terms of shape functions thus suggests that on scales of cosmological interest today the non-gaussianities produced in a symmetric bouncing phase are largest for the set of (linear or bilinear) combinations of two basic shapes, namely the equilateral and squeezed shapes. Furthermore, it can be checked that the inclusion of some level of asymmetry in the cosmological evolution (i.e. ε V non-zero) contributes additional non-gaussianities whose leading terms are proportional to the ratio ε V /Υ 3/2 . The asymmetry thus contributes only subleading terms (in powers of the set of parameters Υ to η V ) relative to the leading symmetric contribution proportional to 1/Υ. Therefore, any asymmetry can a priori only further enhance the level of non-gaussianity at next-to-leading order. In fact, unless the ratio ε V /Υ 3/2 is fine-tuned, and unless miraculous cancellations occur, and especially because the k-dependences of symmetric and asymmetric non-gaussian terms differ, the amount of non-gaussianity produced by the bouncing phase cannot possibly be significantly reduced by including some level of asymmetry in the bounce. In the next three sections, we evaluate the matrix elements of Π in the equilateral, squeezed, and local shapes.
Equilateral configuration
In the equilateral case, k 1 = k 2 = k 3 = k and all six contributions in the numerator of the bispectrum are equal, while all three terms in the denominator are also equal. We thus have
As mentioned previously, there are only four matrix entries that describe the amplification of non gaussiannities across the bounce, but the off-diagonal terms in Π are equal. This leaves only three distinct contributions to the matrix elements of Π. Here, we present the resulting expressions as series expansion in powers of k and up to first order in {Υ, η V }:
The parameter Υ appearing in the denominator of some of the terms in these matrix element corresponds to the square of the scalar field φ's first time derivative at the bounce point and is related to the characteristic timescale of the bounce, η c . As Υ → 0, η c approaches unity, and the bounce approaches an exact de Sitter bounce. The leading terms in the matrix elements Π ab , (a, b = 1, 2) scale as k 2 /Υ, thus peaking on small scales and for Υ ≪ 1.
Squeezed limit
The local shape is obtained by demanding k 2 = k 3 = k and k 1 = p, with √ 8 ≤ p ≪ k (the lower bound being due to the fact that the values n = 0, 1 correspond to gauge modes). The corresponding nonlinear parameter f NL now reads
. (4.28)
As explained in Section 4 there are a total of seven distinct contributions to the nonlinear parameter f NL , given by the following matrix elements of Π, 30) and 32) for the diagonal terms, the non diagonal reading
The leading contribution in the squeezed configuration scales as k 2 /(Υp 2 ). As in the case of the equilateral configuration, local-type non-gaussianities will be enhanced on small scales and for a bounce approaching a pure de Sitter bounce.
Folded configuration
The folded case is defined by the requirement k 1 = 2k and k 2 = k 3 = k on the Fourier modes. In this case, we have
. In the observable range of lengthscales, the relevant matrix entries are
39) 40) for the independent diagonal terms, and
for the non-diagonal terms.
In the folded configuration, the matrix elements of Π are largely k-independent for wavenumbers in the observable range, and proportional to 1/Υ. As anticipated in Section 4.2, folded-type non-gaussianities are thus subdominant relative to equilateral and local type non-gaussianities. This is particularly true on scales of observable interest today, for which the wavenumber k ≫ 1.
Conclusion
Bouncing cosmologies have been presented as plausible alternatives to the inflationary paradigm [65] and should thus be confronted to all existing data. To date, the power spectrum has been calculated in many models, and, in some cases, has been found to be, potentially, in agreement with observations. The computation of the three-point function provides a measure of the amplitude and shape of the non-gaussian signal that might be present in the statistics of cosmological perturbations and provides another powerful tool to discriminate between viable and nonviable cosmological models given that the level of non-gaussianity in the CMB has been severely constrained by the recently released Planck data. The calculation of the three-point function has only received limited attention in the context of bouncing cosmologies, and in particular, the explicit calculation of the production of non-gaussianities by the bouncing phase itself has been lacking. In the present work, we give a detailed computation of the amplitude and shape of non-gaussianities produced in a bouncing scenario obtained within the context of GR and with a single scalar field having a standard kinetic term. The bounce is obtained by assuming the positivity of the spatial sections of the background FLRW metric, an assumption which is by no means incompatible with the currently observed smallness of Ω K .
By expanding the scale factor, the scalar field φ and the potential V (φ) in powers of the conformal time around the bounce point, and by considering a set of generic Gaussian initial conditions for the first order cosmological perturbations on a spatial hypersurface at some infinitesimal time η − prior to the bounce, we have computed the exact evolution of the second order perturbation, which is sourced by the first order perturbation and amplified by the non-trivial background evolution at the bounce. Through the analysis of the matrix Π, we have also provided estimates of the shapes and amount of non-gaussianity produced by the bouncing phase. On the one hand, the shapes of the non-gaussianity produced depend on the existence of two mode functions (as opposed to the non-gaussianity produced in inflation, which depends on the growing mode only, the decaying mode being discarded) and on the structure of the background spacetime, in this instance an FLRW spacetime with closed spatial sections. On the other hand, the amplitude of the non-gaussian signal is parameterized in terms of a set of small parameters Υ to η V which characterize the deviation of the bouncing cosmology from a pure de Sitter bounce obtainable with positive spatial curvature and a positive cosmological constant.
We concluded this work by computing analytic formulae for three of the most widely estimated shapes, namely the equilateral, squeezed and folded configurations. In an expansion of the three-point function in powers of the parameters Υ to η V , the largest non-gaussian terms were found to be inversely proportional to the small parameter Υ which encodes the deviation of the characteristic bouncing timescale from the one of a purely de Sitter bounce. At subleading orders, there also exists some level of non-gaussianities proportional to the parameters that encode symmetric and asymmetric deviations away from the shape of the purely de Sitter bounce. Interestingly, both the squeezed and equilateral shapes contribute terms to the matrix elements of Π proportional to (k/p) 2 and k 2 respectively, while the folded configuration contributes terms proportional to 1/k 2 .
Although the determination of the dominant shapes of non-gaussianities produced and of the corresponding amplitudes was performed in the simpler case of a symmetric bouncing phase, it was checked that any asymmetry in the shape of the bounce produces subleading contributions to the level of non-gaussianity. Any asymmetry can thus a priori only further enhance the amount of non-gaussianity generated by a curvature-dominated bounce.
Having established the general formalism to calculate the non-gaussianities induced in the gravitational potential by a bouncing phase, there remains to evaluate the non-linearity parameter f NL itself. This is the subject of a forthcoming paper [66] . This task introduces some level of model-dependence, since in order to provide precise numerical estimates of the parameter f NL , one has to make assumptions on the values of the parameters Υ, ε V and η V and on the precise form of the primordial power spectral matrix P introduced in Section 2.3. [68] Z. Wen and J. Avery, Some properties of hyperspherical harmonics, J. Math. Phys. 26 (1985) 396.
A Second order scalar perturbation equation
We use the FLRW metric in Poisson gauge and consider only scalar perturbations, i.e. we consider the perturbed metric (2.10)
from which we derive the various relevant tensor below.
A.1 Einstein tensor
The components of the Einstein tensor
while the trace and trace-free parts of G ij are
The components of G ν µ are given by
while the trace and trace-free parts of G i j are
A.2 Energy-momentum tensor
Let us consider the simple single scalar field model,
It is easy to evaluate the energy-momentum tensor T µν = (X − V ) g µν + ∂ µ φ∂ ν φ, where 14) with∇ i φ ≡ γ ij∇ j φ and ∇ i φ 2 = γ ij∇ i φ∇ j φ. The components of T µν thus read
while the trace and trace-free parts of T ij are
The components of T ν µ read
while the trace and trace-free parts of T i j are
A.3 Einstein equations
In this section, we expand the Einstein equations up to second order using .26) where X stands for either Φ, Ψ or φ. 27) and can be used to express the perturbations φ (i) in terms of the Φ (i) and Ψ (i) (i = 1, 2). It yields, at first and second order respectively,
The first order equation can easily be solved using the gradient theorem and assuming the fields vanish at infinity to yield
while acting on both sides of (A.29) with∇ i yields
from which we obtain
At first order, we recover the familiar equality Φ (1) = Ψ (1) that holds in the case of a perfect fluid. Equation (A.30) then simplifies to
We can now express φ ′ (1) in terms of Φ (1) and its time derivatives by simply taking the first time derivative of Equation (A.34),
At second order, using Φ (1) = Ψ (1) , we obtain
By acting on the left-and right-hand sides of (A.36) with∇ i∇ j and using ∇ 2 ,∇ i X ≡R ij∇ j X withR ij = 2Kγ ij , we obtain
For later convenience, we also note that
The energy constraint equation .40) and yields the first Friedman equation at zeroth order,
The trace equation 42) and its zeroth order can be combined with the zeroth order energy constraint equation through .43) to yield the second Friedman equation
Combining the zeroth order trace equation with the zeroth order energy constraint equation as
which can be combined with the time derivative of (A.41) to yield the Klein-Gordon equation
The time derivative of the latter equation then yields
which can be used to replace the third time derivative ofφ by the second φ-derivative of the potential V (φ). Using the following combination of the energy constraint equation and trace equation:
at first order together with (A.34), (A.47) and Φ (1) = Ψ (1) yields the dynamical equation for the first order scalar metric perturbation
At second order, the above combination of the energy contraint and trace equations yields
Using this expression, we may now derive a dynamical equation for Ψ (2) with a source term involving quadratic combinations of Ψ (1) , its first time derivative, and its spatial derivatives. The second time derivative of Ψ (1) can be eliminated using (A.50). The first order scalar field perturbation φ (1) can be eliminated using (A.34). The second order perturbation Φ (2) is related to Ψ (2) through (A.37) with which we also obtain
Finally, using (A.32) and (A.37), we obtain
from which φ (1) and φ ′ (1) can be eliminated using (A.34) and (A.35), respectively. Using these substitutions and the background equations, we obtain (3.1) with source term (3.2).
B Correlation function and power spectrum
Assuming statistical homogeneity and isotropy, the correlation function ξ(α) of two fluctuations δ(Ω 1 ) and δ(Ω 2 ) at points of angular coordinates Ω 1 and Ω 2 respectively on the 3-sphere which are separated by an angle α can be decomposed in terms of hyperspherical harmonics Q nℓm as
where in the intermediate step C
n is the Gegenbauer polynomial of degree n and order 1 and where we have used the addition theorem for the functions Q nℓm (see Appendix C). ξ(α) may also be written as δ(Ω 1 )δ(Ω 2 ) = ξ(α) = By equating (B.1) and (B.2) and integrating with respect to dΩ 1 and dΩ 2 (with dΩ i = sin θ i sin 2 χ i dφ i dθ i dχ i ), we obtain, using (C.8)
We may follow [67] in defining the power spectrum as
where q = n + 1, so that the autocorrelation function reads 5) in analogy with the flat space definition where δ = P δ (k)dk/k.
C Mode functions in K > 0 spacetime
As usual, it is convenient to work in k-space instead of configuration space. In our case, since the spatial volume has constant positive curvature, we shall make use of the 3-dimensional hyperspherical harmonics Q nℓm (χ, θ, φ), which are given by (C.4)-(C.5). Any real scalar field f (x) ≡ f (χ, θ, φ) can then be expanded in terms of Q nℓm (χ, θ, φ), using the normalization given in (C. ∆Q nℓm = −k 2 Q nℓm = −Kn(n + 2)Q nℓm , n ≥ 1. (C.
2)
It can be convenient to introduce q = n + 1, with q running from 0 to ∞ so that
The harmonics in S 3 are given by hyperspherical harmonics which can be expressed as
where the Y ℓm (θ, φ)'s are the standard spherical harmonics in S 2 and R nℓ (χ) = (n + 1) (n + ℓ + 1)! (n − ℓ)! K f K (χ) P −ℓ− With the choice of normalisation made for Π nℓ (χ), the quantity Q nℓm (χ, θ, φ) satisfies the orthogonality condition
The addition theorem for hyperspherical harmonics on the 3-sphere reads Here, Ω i ≡ (χ i , θ i , φ i ) and α is the angle between the two direction defined by the angles Ω 1 and Ω 2 ; C 1 n (cos α) is the Gegenbauer polynomial of degree n and order 1.
Since the Q nℓm 's form a complete and orthogonal basis in S 3 , the product of any two Q nℓm 's can be expanded as a summation over Q nℓm : 10) where, using (C.8), where the Wigner 3-j symbols are non-zero provided ℓ 1 + ℓ 2 + ℓ 3 is even, m 1 + m 2 + m 3 = 0, |m i | ≤ ℓ i , and |ℓ i − ℓ j | ≤ ℓ k ≤ ℓ i + ℓ j , (C.13)
while the quantity I 2 reads
F 0 (n i , ℓ i )
(2τ 1 + 1)(2τ 2 + 1)
where τ 1 and τ 2 take on all allowed values of the Wigner 3-j symbols. In these expressions, M = ℓ 1 + ℓ 2 + ℓ 3 , ν i = n i − ℓ i − 2t i , and 0 ≤ t i ≤ n i − ℓ i 2 , (C.14)
and F 0 , F 1 and F 2 are given by The quantity I 2 is non-zero provided the relations n 1 + n 2 + n 3 is even, ℓ i < n i , and |n i − n j | ≤ n k ≤ n i + n j (C. 16) hold.
D Source terms in hyperspherical harmonic space
In hyperspherical harmonic space, the right-hand side of the dynamical equation (3.1), i.e. S (2) in (3.2), will be the sum of ten terms each expressible in the generic form
